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Risk and trade managers rely heavily on data and internal analysis to develop reliable
strategies and calculate their profit and loss. Many organizations still use highly fragile,
static, and restrictive spreadsheet systems to manage their risk. These systems
introduce manual and calculations errors, create inefficiencies, and cost organizations
time and money. Moreover, those systems rarely have audit trails; they introduce
security risks and are not transparent.
The ZEMATM platform is an enterprise data management software solution that
gives companies advanced capabilities for data collection, market analysis, curve
management, business process automation, and integration with third-party tools.
such as Allegro. ZEMA is designed to provide benefits for multiple aspects of the front,
mid, and back office.

Highlights for Risk and Trade Managers
•	Automated collection of data from brokers, exchanges,
publishers, and public data sources
•

Validation of data that is imported into the system

•	Seamless downstream integration with RMIS, Allegro, trade and
risk management system and C/ETRM and ERM systems
•	An analytical engine designed to support historical and forward
analysis
•

Ability to generate simple or highly complex forward curve logic

•

Sophisticated IPV processes

•

Import of internal trader marks

•	Full automation of curve construction, validation and integration
with trade and risk systems
•

Complete audit trails and event notifications

Rapid access to data of any type
ZEMA collects and stores data from any number of external and internal data providers.
Data that is collected is checked for timeliness, accuracy, and completeness to
ensure that it is reliable and useful.
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ZEMA provides the following capabilities:

•

Provides a single point of data access

•

Collects data in real time

•

Commodity and region agnostic

•

Validates data as it is imported into the system

•	Collects from providers such as S&P Platts, Argus, ICE, NYMEX,
ICIS, Spectron, etc.

Get Refined Market Analyses and Forward Curve Construction
The ZEMA Hosted production and fail-over server environments feature tier 2+
collocated datacenters (Burnaby and Montreal, Canada). These facilities provide
highly secure controlled physical access with 24x7 security, redundant internet
connections, redundant cooling, redundant power supply, UPS and backup generators.
ZEMA has the following analytical capabilities:

•	Performs spreads, unit/currency conversion, extrapolation,
shifting, aggregation, and trend-line analysis
•	Performs advanced forward curve functionality such as contract
analysis, forward plotting, promptness analysis, arbitrage-free
blending, shaping, flattening, and curve extensions
•	Contains a rich formula library that supports mathematical,
statistical, date-based, conditional, and forward functions
•	Supports the blending, prioritization, and comparison of various
source providers against one another
•

Account for holiday calendars, time zones and expiration dates

•	Replaces Excel-based curve logic with ZEMA-based curve
logic for greater flexibility, scalability, security, and readability

www.ze.com
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Automated Intra and End-of-Day Processes
ZEMA comes with a powerful workflow engine that automates the construction,
mapping, validation, and integration of the corporate forward curve library.
Curves that are constructed through ZEMA are delivered directly to the target
system. ZEMA provides a full audit trail of all activities and provides notifications
of successes and failures, ensuring that all business processes are auditable,
transparent, and repeatable.
•

Automates the generation of thousands of curves

•	Allows for the automation of the Independent Price Verification
(IPV) process
•

Monitors curve building and validation statuses

•

Works with internal and external curves

•	Sets read/write access permissions, curve logic, curve
definitions, and curve editing privileges
•

Event or schedule-based curve initiation

•	Distributes curve results to downstream systems (such as Allegro,
C/ETRM, ERM, ERP and BI systems)
•	Sets automatic email-based notifications for curve successes
and failures

Upload Trader Marks
ZEMA provides organizations with the ability to enter and upload internal marks
in a systematic and controlled manner. Each user is associated with any number
of curves and can create spreadsheets quickly. With ZEMA, users can view
curve histories, compare curves from day to day, enter current day values, copy
previous day values, or make other adjustments to the data.
Value of using ZEMA for internal curves:

•

Simplifies the data entry process

•

Permission based and highly secure
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•

Fully integrated with curve automation process

•

Works in Microsoft Excel
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Physical Security
ZEMA provides a number of integration points that allow any third-party tool to access
data through the database layer or through the ZEMA service layer. Users can use
MS Excel, Tableau, Tibco Spotfire, Business Objects, MATLAB, R, SAS, or any
other tool of choice. Furthermore, ZEMA is designed to integrate fully with downstream
Allegro, ERP, C/ETRM, ERM, RMIS, and financial systems.

Summary
Simply stated, ZEMA allows risk and Trade managers to enhance their risk management
activities. ZEMA can automate a company’s data collection, curve generation, and
business processes. ZEMA is designed to reduce cost, enhance efficiency, and add
security. Large-scale organizations each day are automating analysis, constructing
thousands of curves, and using ZEMA in conjunction with a wide variety of third-party
systems.
To contact us or find out more about the ZEMA Platform, please visit our website
at www.ze.com.
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